HELPED AN INDIAN-BASED MANUFACTURING COMPANY WITH AZURE RESOURCE MIGRATION

Success Story

INDUSTRY:
Manufacturing

OFFERING:
Migration of Azure Classic Resource to Azure Resource Manager

COMPANY PROFILE
The client is a pioneer in consumer and specialities chemicals in India. They are the market leaders in adhesives with a robust and growing network across demographics and geographies. They deal in adhesives, sealants, waterproofing solutions and construction chemicals to arts & crafts, industrial resins, polymers and more.
KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGES

• Azure Classic Portal was used with various business critical virtual machines (VMs) due to which client was unable to avail the latest features of Microsoft Azure.
• Problems were faced in conducting Infrastructure management and performance enhancement.

SOLUTION

• Azure Resource Migration of ASM (Azure Service Manager) to ARM (Azure Resource Manager) was implemented.
• Acquired the reservation allowance for virtual machines (VMs).
• Storage management simplification was actualized as an enlargement of resource management.
• Utilization of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) which is known as a resource manager template for defining the infrastructure as a solution to customer’s obstacles.
BENEFITS

• The client can deploy, manage, and monitor all the services as a combined grouped solution, rather than handling all of these services individually.
• The client can deploy its resources in a consistent state.
• Frequent deployment availability of the inferred solution throughout its entire lifecycle.
• Client can control the access properties of all the existing resources in its resource group, furthermore, those policies are automatically applied to the newly added resources of the resource group.
• Tags are applied to resources for logically organizing them in client’s subscription.
• Dependencies between resources can be described accurately leading to correct order deployment of those resources.
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